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Dear sir/madam

18.01.2019

Bose Science Society (BSS) invites everyone (Indian Citizens, Non-Resident Indians
and Foreign Nationals) who are interested in science and its related disciplines and
want to join the Society as a member or fellow to help in the overall development of
the member’s carrier field.
BSS Life Member and Fellow has to pay a one-time membership fee and become a
BSS Member for his/her life-time. BSS Life-time member gets our journal (Indian
Journal of Natural Sciences ISSN:0976-0997) soft copy for one year and can publish
his/her articles to the journal with concession publication charges. Members can
attend any conference/workshop of the society at concession registration fee for all
the time; one can authorize to use the suffix title in your name ‘MBSS’, Member of
Bose Science Society.

The Fellow Members can get the free journal for one year by e-mail and one can
authorize to use the suffix title in your name ‘FBSS’, Fellow of Bose Science Society.
In addition,
(1) Fellow members can attend all conferences and meetings of the society at free or
reduced registration fee for all the time;
(2) Fellow members are encouraged to organize conferences, training courses,
workshops, seminar and symposia with the society and our organization at the
national and international level;
(3) Fellow member can publish his/her articles to the journal with concession
publication charges.
(4) Fellow member can apply to our society’s honorable awards.
(5) They chair all the programs organized by BSS and help society to advance.

The society now invites applications from individuals working in any field of science
for the award of Fellow of Bose Science Society (FBSS) as well as for the following
annual awards:
Award Eligible Category
1.Young Investigator Award
The Candidate should be pursuing in M.Phil/ Ph.D in the field of Scientific Research.
2.Young Scientist
The candidate should be have M.Sc., M.Phil., Ph.D, (Below 40 years)
3.Scientist
The candidate should be have M.Sc., M.Phil., Ph.D, (Above 40 years)
Announcement of Awards 2018-2019


JC BOSE AWARD for Plant Science



SIR CV RAMAN AWARD for Physics



PROFESSOR C.N.R. RAO AWARD for Chemistry



RAMANUJAN AWARD for Mathematics



PROFESSOR MS SWAMINATHAN AWARD for Agriculture



HAR GOBIND KHORANA AWARD for Biology



INDRA PRIYADHARSHINI AWARD for Environmental Research



SUSHRUTA AWARD for Medical science

Special Awards 2018-2019




YOUNG ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTIST AWARD for Environmental
science
YOUNG INVESTIGATOR AWARD for young researchers.
Dr APJ ABDUL KALAM DISTINUSHED FELLOW AWARD for Faculties

Thanking you
Naturally yours

Vijikumar.S
President

